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Volume 2, Issue 1, January 2020

2020 - Year of the White (Metal) Rat
by Dr. Nate Mohler, DACM, L.Ac. Boulder Academic Dean
Chinese Astrology is a 60-year cycle that is broken down into five 12-year cycles each beginning with the year of the Rat.
Legend has it, when the Jade Emperor once hosted a party, he announced that the order of the zodiac would be determined
by the order in which his guests arrived. Rat, having smaller legs, developed a friendship with Ox that was based on the
Ox’s work ethic and physical size and the Rat’s ingenuity. The Ox agreed to carry the Rat to the party, but when they
arrived, the Rat jumped down from the Ox’s head landing just ahead of Ox and thus arrived at the party first. While this
story may seem to paint Rat as a scheming individual, it is meant to illustrate just how clever the Rat is when it comes to
planning and strategizing.
The astrological year is made up of two parts, a Heaven-Stem and an Earth-Branch. Rat is representative of one of the 12
Earth-Branches and is associated with the Water element. Water is adaptable, much like the Rat. The Rat is Yang in nature
and is connected to the midnight hour (11pm – 1am) and as it relates to the beginning of one 12-year cycle, the Rat is also
associated with the beginning of a new day. Even though the Rat is small in stature, this tiny creature has much confidence.
With this in mind, great things can be accomplished when will and intellect are put to task. Further, because some types of
Rats collect objects, and because they reproduce quickly, the Rat has an association with wealth, abundance, and fortune.
The second part of the year is the Heaven-Stem. In 2020 the Stem is associated with the Metal element. The color white is
associated with Metal, hence 2020 is the year of the White Rat. Metal is linked with strong presence – not in an overt way,
but in somewhat of an innate, unstated, and yet indomitable way. Metal, being found inside the earth, is also sometimes
associated with hidden talent or hidden fortune. The Metal Rat (Water) may indicate that 2020 will be a year involving
potential changes in one’s position or perspective. When change arises in Metal years it is wisest to adapt to these new
directions. In Metal it is difficult to adjust its trajectory and best to allow it the room it needs. It is likely, in this case, that
adapting to such new directions in life will lead to the opportunity that the Rat year brings.
Because of the association with abundance and wealth, Rat years can provide opportunity for financial prospects. This is
particularly true of the Metal Rat Years as the pairing of Metal and Water is an auspicious combination for money and
career. Because the Rat is Yang in nature, it is a year of expansion, indicative of growth. This may be growth into new
avenues that had not previously been possible. For some this will be expanding social circles or witnessing the completion
of projects which will open new directions. Others may build new financial avenues or expand their existing ones. However,
temperament is important in these new ventures, and it is wise to carefully consider such opportunities first.
While Rats have the poor reputation of being a pest and spreading disease, they also have the noble trait of being very
adaptable creatures. Despite all efforts of human civilization these tiny creatures have survived in a wide variety of
environments, including vast cities. They are social and much of their ability to survive comes from the cooperation that
they build within their communities.
The year of the White Rat has the potential to generate a great deal of opportunity so long as we remember those things
that Rat can teach us. Contemplate before jumping ahead to avoid hidden pitfalls. Recall that no one is an island unto
themselves – abundance is often a cooperative goal. Remain aware of one’s needs and express them plainly. Do not be so
attached to a set of outcomes that one cannot surrender to new opportunities. Rats remind us that when change comes, we
need a solid plan as well as the flexibility to be able to move with the tides of life. If we all
consider these pertinent lessons. 2020 will be a “ratty” year.
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Volume 2, Issue 2, February 2020

Meeting the Needs of Today’s Students Through Flexible Online Learning
By Susan Chaney, PhD, Santa Fe Academic Dean
Southwest Acupuncture College has been a leader in the field of Oriental medicine education since its inception in 1980.
One of our latest adaptive changes to education trends has been the introduction of online courses embedded into our
Master’s programs, which began in the spring of 2018. With excellence in education as a consideration of our mission, our
programs acknowledge the maturity and independence of today’s adult learners. Our online courses provide students flexible
learning schedules that meet a variety of unique learning needs and life circumstances while also guiding our students to
become independent healthcare providers.
The most recent cohorts to enter the master’s programs have expressed an appreciation for the learning process that online
courses offer. Nicholas Flores, a student in the fall 2019 cohort recently expressed his enthusiasm for the online courses,
when he commented on his first online class, stating, “I’ve taken lots of online courses, but the Introduction to Chinese
Medical Theory was the best online course I’ve ever taken!” Another student noted that, online Biomedicine instructor, Dr.
Ruth Oliver, DPN, who has over 12 years of online teaching experience, has high expectations, but each weekly lesson is
packed with a wealth of information to support that expectation. These comments speak to the integrity and caliber of
instructors teaching the online program at Southwest Acupuncture College.
The online courses at Southwest Acupuncture College are carefully designed to lead students to achieve a high taxonomy
of thought and understanding through weekly discussion questions, case studies, and other various assessments that engage
a variety of learning styles. Our Master of Acupuncture/Master of Chinese Herbal Medicine (MAc/MCHM) program
consists of 3092 hours of study in the five branches of Oriental medicine—acupuncture, Chinese herbology, nutrition,
Chinese physical therapies and Chinese exercise therapies. The Master of Acupuncture program (MAc) does not contain
the herbal component and consists of 2525.5 hours of study. The online component in the MAc/MCHM program constitutes
46.1% of the didactic hours and 48.1% of the didactic hours in the MAc program. In this format students do not take more
than two online courses in any one semester. What this translates to for students, is a decrease in daily travel. Depending on
the program and matriculation rate, some students are able to have a commute schedule of only two days per week. This is
a boon for many students where carving out individual time becomes a luxury, especially if your travel time is greater than
an hour one way.
If you are curious about online education in Oriental Medicine, come check us out! Our embedded online Master’s programs
still allow students to move into clinic observation by the second semester of their matriculation and hands-on learning is a
priority. If you are an alum, you may want to consider auditing a previously taken didactic course online for national exam
preparation.
Southwest Acupuncture College is certified by the U.S. Department of Education to participate in Title IV Student Aid Programs.
• Approved by the New Mexico Board of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine
• Approved by the Colorado Commission on Higher Education
• Approved by the California Acupuncture Committee
• Approved for Veteran’s benefits
• Authorized under Federal law to enroll non-immigrant alien students
• Member–Council of Colleges of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine (CCAOM)
• Licensed by New Mexico Higher Education Department
The Accreditation Commission for Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine (ACAOM) granted Southwest Acupuncture College
(SWAC) and its Master’s degree programs continuing institutional accreditation for a period of seven (7) years, effective 11
August 2018.
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Volume 2, Issue 3, May 2020
Care and Feeding During a Pandemic
By Joanne Neville L.A.c. Boulder Clinic Director
Well, if you’re like me, you have been thrown into the deep end of the pool without swimming lessons in the past couple of months. Big changes, not
the least of which is how do you roll with the punches life has thrown at us all? A pandemic? Never in my life or most of yours have we all been
asked to give up our day to day lifestyles for our safety and the safety of those we hold dear and for the greater good of the world. The whole world!
How do we function when all that we know has literally changed overnight and is continuing to change at such a pace as has been making our heads
spin? Zoom and other software like it have become our lifelines. We now work, have meetings, play, dance, visit, watch movies, you name it, all
done online now. This is my journey, the good, the bad, the blessings.
Weeks 1-2: Stay at home. Social Distancing. Wear masks. No toilet paper available. Working hard. All of us trying to design new protocols to meet
the needs of our students and switching to online education. So proud of everyone for stepping up and doing what needed to be done while under
ungodly stress. Still though, feeling anxious, afraid, angry, so helpless. Obsessing about the bleak stories on the news and social media. Waking and
filling my mind with the toxins that media coverage brings, junk food for the mind, whipping me into a frenzy of fear about having asthma and what
this could do to me if I got it. Bad dreams. Worrying about my family, friends, students and my dear patients, many of whom are living in Senior
housing communities which are hotbeds of Covid19 destruction. Would I get to see my grandchildren grow up? Will I see my dear elders again?
How long will this go on? How many will be gone when things get back to “normal”. Afraid to go to the store or anywhere. Eating “comfort food”,
(read this as “junk”). I reverted back to foods I ate as a child to seek shelter somehow in the long-past familiar things. One night I had potato chips
and onion dip with a root-beer float for dinner! Seriously?!
Weeks 3-5: As this realization hit, I knew I had to pull myself together. I started doing things to nourish my body and spirit. Qi Gong. I took daily
walks, did line dance lessons on snowy days, (taught in videos posted by one of our amazing grads), started cooking more with my husband and
eating healthier food again, baking bread, remembering to take the herbs that would increase my Lung Qi and Wei Qi, Cordyceps, Yu Ping Feng San,
Vitamin D. I made masks and distributed them to neighbors and friends. My dear friend ordered a set of Chinese herbal formulas for me that she had
sent to her nephew who had the virus and he recovered. They were designed to treat all stages of the disease and recovery. I received the herbs and
stashed them, praying that I would never have to use them, but feeling a little more empowered that they were within arm’s reach. Feeling more like
connecting now, I started to call, Face-time, email and message the people that I care for, deepening our love and commitment to each other over the
miles. Calling my dear senior patients and just chatting. Making us all feel a little less alone. At sunset each evening, a neighbor down the road plays
the sun down with his bagpipes in solidarity with other pipers all over the world during this crisis. People coming out and standing away from each
other with masks on but still together.
A group of my girlfriends started doing a weekly Zoom Happy Hour. So fun. Why didn’t we do this before? Talking about our loves, our fears, our
losses and triumphs. Giving each other a safe place to be sad, worried, exhausted, a place to laugh and share. I started delving deeper into the
essential oils that I had been dabbling in for years, learning more about their many uses and trying them for everything that came up while in
quarantine. When I felt anxious or stressed I would diffuse Serenity or Balance. When I was worried about germs, On Guard. I took webinars on
telemedicine and started looking at this as a time to learn on a deep level. My motto has for years been- “If I’m not learning, I’m not living.”
Listening to the beautiful music that so many musicians have shared in their isolation, bringing us joy and love during this difficult time.
Still, I was drawn in to needing to know the news, the numbers, still getting angry about my perceptions of the shortfalls in how it was all being
handled, and oh so worried about all of the essential workers who don’t have the protective equipment to keep them safe while battling this
dangerous foe on the front lines. These people who have become our heroes in the past months, selflessly leaving their families to fight for ours,
making sure we are fed and safe and cared for while they step into the nightmare day after day.
Weeks 6- Present: Have come back to my long forgotten daily meditation practice. Meditating on Hope, Inner Strength, Compassion. Coming back
to center. Making better choices (most of the time). Now, when I go to click on a news story about people not wearing masks or protesting their
freedoms being trampled, I make the choice to focus on the posts and stories of someone making a remarkable recovery or the generosity of the little
girl who emptied her piggy bank and raised money to get protective equipment for health care workers. The stories about the earth having a muchneeded rest, the healing that is apparent after even this short time in her waters and her air and her creatures. I choose instead to count my blessings in
having a roof over my head, food, clothing, love and the ability to take a walk in the fresh Spring air. I’m not perfect and never will be, but I know
that I will continue to meet the coming challenges and, as always, look for the silver lining.
As we prepare for the next phase of this journey, I hope that we can all take the lessons we are learning during this time of inward reflection about
how healing it is to slow down, put your feet on the earth and live in gratitude. Blessings to you until we can all be together again.
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Volume 2, Issue 4, June 2020
The Yin and the Yang of Southwest Acupuncture College, Summer 2020
40 Years in Celebration of Community Within Isolation
It is an understatement to say our lives have been transformed during the COVID-19 pandemic. There are
myriad ways that we are all coping. But one thing that is clear through all of this is that connection with our
communities is vital. Staying in touch brings us much needed joy and encouragement that is like ‘glue’ for
holding us in safety and love. In this June issue, we feature a photo-collage of our SWAC administrative
community, one filled with creative, thoughtful, inspiring people. We miss you and in this our 40th year look
forward to welcoming you in the fall in whatever format is most safe but always dedicated to you.
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Volume 2, Issue 5, July 2020

The Virus and the Violence: The Epidemiology of Contagion and Choice
Skya Abbate, D. Bioethics, DOM, Executive Director

A year to date of unprecedented and unanticipated difficulties, a year of disease and discontent. Whoever
could have imagined the harm a dead thing, a virus, could inflict upon humanity personally and globally, a
silent structure of nucleic acid that takes shelter in host cells in the warmth and wetness of the respiratory
tract, a thing that does not discriminate yet unduly affects the most vulnerable amongst us—the weak and aged
in nursing homes, young children whose immune systems have not matured, the poor, disenfranchised
marginal victims of systematic social oppression who do not have good health due to poor nutrition,
overcrowding, substandard housing, and a dearth of healthcare. A parasite of sorts that lives in its host and
spreads not by choice but by nature. In some respects, it has turned us inward to reconsider our values, to
cherish time with family that has long been forfeited, to make us slow down, to work less, to celebrate nature,
to appreciate life more deeply. We might have been afraid, uncertain, as we heard of the death of over 120,000
Americans in less than a few months and the global loss of each unique person. We may have suffered in
personal ways as we were extricated from our cultural institutions but maybe this silent killer was less
threatening than other problems. Interestingly, in many ways social distancing brought us closer together.
Close behind in its silent wake we also were taken aback by the tragedy of the death of one man who also could
not breathe at the knee of a violent man who should have kept the peace and protected the life of every person.
Instead of living superficially in the upper respiratory tract this contagion resides deeper in the body, in the
heart, pervading every part of existence, deranging the mind, killing the soul, infecting the very life even the
pandemic could not reach. It is the dead contagion of hate, of discrimination, indifference, of failing to care for
each other. When it breaks loose there is no social distancing, no memory of the illness still in our midst. What
the virus does not destroy humans do.
The vaccine will come. So may other pandemics. We might be prepared. This story will be told for at least a
few generations; whether the protests will be remembered is not known. There is no vaccine for hate and that
has been with us longer than Covid-19. It is always with us, eating away at hearts causing silent suffering and
social unrest. But it has an anecdote that has been with us longer than any contagion, the one that leads to
peace, one paved with love and we can all choose that for it is our nature and destiny to love. Ultimately, we are
what we choose.
Oriental medicine tells us that everything is interdependent, interconnected. Both of these contagions are
manifestations of that truth. Sometimes needles, herbs, tests and school get in the way of the soul of our
medicine. This coming fall, in this the 40th anniversary of Southwest Acupuncture College, we are still
summoned to create a culture of health for all, in all its dimensions. This is our past, present, and future.
Zhong Shan’s medical teaching reminds us,
The Physician takes care of people’s life.
He is placed at the head of the hundred arts and crafts, sitting on equal footing with Premier and Minister.
It is the art of humanity.
Those who enter my gate should know that the distress of others is also mine.
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Volume 2, Issue 6, August 2020

Southwest Acupuncture College
Library Service Fall Semester 2020 during the Covid-19 Pandemic
Dear Students, Faculty and Staff:
We know that the library and its resources are important to you, and we want to provide books and other
materials in support of your studies during the Fall Semester. In August, we want to retrieve all the books and
materials checked-out, and during the Fall Semester we will provide Curbside service for check-out and returns.
Return of Books & Other Materials in August
Books and materials can be returned to Boulder on Mondays and Tuesdays 9am to 3pm, and at Santa Fe
campus Wednesdays and Thursdays from 9am to 3pm during August. See returning of books protocol below.
If you cannot return the books on these days and times, contact the librarian to make an appointment. The
Library in Santa Fe is in Building D and it is the last door to the right.
Curbside Service Checking-out & Checking-in Materials
Beginning on Tuesday September 8, Curbside Service to Check-out and Check-in books and materials will be
available. The days and hours for Boulder are Mondays and Tuesdays from 9am to 3pm and for Santa Fe it
will be Wednesdays and Thursdays from 9am to 3pm.
To check out books and other materials:
• Students, faculty and staff should place a HOLD on books and material through Populi.
• The librarian will email if the materials are available and arrange a time when they can be picked up.
• Your books and materials will be placed on the cart outside the library door and will have your name
on them. Email the librarian when you have retrieved your books.
To return books and other materials:
• Email the librarian when you will be returning them. (Santa Fe: librarians@acupuncturecollege.edu and
Boulder: librarianb@acupuncturecollege.edu)
• Leave your books and material on the cart outside the library and call the librarian as you leave so
someone can retrieve what you returned.
• The Carts will be cleaned after each delivery or pick-up and the books and materials will be isolated for
72 hours (3 days) before they are returned to the shelf.
We are glad to offer this library service and look forward to seeing you again when we can reopen.
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Volume 2, Issue 7, September 2020
Evolving Clinical Education during the Covid-19 Pandemic
By Susan Chaney, PhD, Santa Fe Campus Academic Dean

Dear Students, Faculty, Staff and Alumni:
Clinic is an essential part of student education at Southwest Acupuncture College. This is where students experience an integrative
environment where classroom learning in an actual healthcare setting is applied practically. The Covid-19 Pandemic has forced every
school in the nation to examine how to effectively administer education and clinical education comes with its own set of guidelines.
The Accreditation Commission for Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine (ACAOM), has allowed schools under its accreditation to offer a
specific number of clinics as online clinics. Our clinic directors, clinic managers, and supervisors are tirelessly working to ensure that
students acquire patient numbers and other important skills needed for graduation through case study review and other remote learning
projects.
While practical application is essential to the development of Oriental Medicine practitioner, many professional skills can be taught
online. Supervisors now have the time to fine tune efficient intake and charting, diagnosis and treatment planning, herbal
formulation, emergency protocols, and professional communication skills. Students are put through the rigors of practical theoretical
use. Through the improvement and enhancement of these skills, students will now be able to make efficient use of their supervisor’s
time when we return to campus and they present their patient cases in clinic. While there was initial skepticism, the end of summer
semester evaluations from students are very positive. Some comments are as follows:

“The activities were engaging, useful, and focused on both theory and clinical aspects.” Santa Fe student.
“For an online clinic, I still learned a ton from the cases we covered this semester and I feel much more confident in point
prescriptions and what adjuncts I would use.” Boulder student
“I was pleasantly surprised by how much I learned and how engaging this type of clinical experience was.” Santa Fe student

Online clinics require a lot of planning and we would like to invite our alumni and anyone in our community to share a case study in one
of our online clinics. “Zoom” in and share your expertise with tomorrow’s practitioners. It only takes 30 minutes to an hour of your
time. Our students would love to see new faces and hear your experiences!
If you are interested in sharing your case study experiences or for more information, please contact our Clinic Directors.
Boulder Clinic Director – Joanne Neville, LAc – Joanne@acupuncturecollege.edu
Santa Fe Clinic Director – Dr. Pamela Barrett, D.O.M. – Pamela@acupuncturecollege.edu
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Volume 2, Issue 8, October 2020

Why Don’t We Understand Health and Illness?
By Skya Abbate, D. Bioethics, DOM, Dipl Ac, Dipl CH, MA Sociology, MA Pastoral Studies, MA Bioethics & Health Policy
Executive Director
I have been to workplaces where glazed eyes and insipid smiles meet one in the halls. I have been to doctors’ offices
where no temperature is taken, no questions asked. I have been to markets where people wear no masks, a mask below
their nose, a bandana, a mask with a plastic vent. I have been to places where people lift their masks to talk. I have seen
people enter into repeated quarantines. Many leaders lie and flaunt their power over us, they don’t need a mask they
falsely claim in their ignorance and hubris. In what universe are we living? What don’t we understand about health and
illness never mind health and illness in the time of a pandemic?
Since my last Monthly Qi in June we have gone from 125,000 deaths to close to 200,000. It is anticipated that close to a
half million PEOPLE, INDIVIDUALS, will die by the New Year. Link this to one thing— lack of individual and social
responsibility in response to a public health threat. Granted, this virus is pernicious. We can’t kill it for by nature it is not
alive. We can only deactivate it through hygienic practices or mitigate it through a vaccine or social behavior. Illness is
personal, familial, social, and communal. It is created at the intersection of economic, ethnic, educational, and
environmental sectors. This is where can intervene. This is not your illness, it is our illness, it impacts public health.
As a nation poised on the slippery slope of arrogant individualism and self–importance every violation of social
responsibility is due to personal choice over concern for each other and society. When one goes to a party because it is a
party, when one congregates in groups because it is a holiday, this is about you. If we could each only do one thing it is
simply WEAR A MASK, THE RIGHT ONE (ie medical procedure masks or cloth ones), AND WEAR IT CORRECTLY (tightly fit
over your mouth and above your nose). If you can’t do it for yourself, for me, for each other, think about the millions of
immunocompromised patients at any age and children who will suffer and die due the combination of virus and their
cancers, transplants, or pre-existing conditions.
Where have reason, common sense, and neighborly concern gone? There is nothing intrinsic to 2020 that makes it a bad
year for other viruses are always with us like the flu, the common cold, HIV and more just as the COVID-19 virus will be.
The virus is a lot like the worse part of our human nature— a predator that that preys on the weak, old, ill, unsuspecting,
vulnerable, poor and disenfranchised. We are just like the virus, even worse, if we do not stem its predation. We are
alive, we make choices, the virus can’t’ do that. We can choose the lens through which we see and solve this problem—
politics, science, public health, a caring response.
If you are a healthcare worker, a student, a staff member, a grocery worker or anyone who cares about me as I care about
you by wearing a mask and sacrificing the comfort of family and friends during this time through social distancing,
Thank you. There is no need for fear if we only care. Do it and let everyone have the chance to live. Ps Get your flu shot
now! Be well.
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Volume 2, Issue 9, November 2020
A Brief Update from the Administration of Southwest Acupuncture College
Despite the Covid-19 pandemic that is sweeping the country and the recent storm that suspended both New Mexico and Colorado in deep white
snow, and also thankfully stopped wild-fires, Southwest Acupuncture College Campuses are hard at work.

.

The snow came at the right time to study up for midterms! Nothing like a cup of tea and
“CAM” (Chinese Acupuncture and Moxibustion)!
~Susan Chaney, PhD. Santa Fe Campus Academic Dean

“It’s wonderful to have students studying in the library! All current students are
welcome to visit.”
~Elizabeth Martinez, Chief Librarian

“Admissions is working hard with prospective students and applicants for the Spring 2021 semester. I
have been producing campus tour videos for both Santa Fe and Boulder. Santa Fe’s is up on our
website and social media outlets, and Boulder’s will be released soon. We had two successful Virtual
Open Houses, where we presented enlightening and informative presentations. We had several
wonderful questions about the program and hope to see the prospective students join us! For those that
missed it we will be putting out the video versions of the presentations, shortly.”
~Sophia Bungay, Admissions & Alumni Director

“The Boulder Campus held its first Virtual Open house on October 26 th. Our participants brought thoughtful questions and showed great
enthusiasm for the medicine! We appreciate the staff, students, alumni, and prospective students for participating.”
~Rhonda Cooper, Boulder Assistant Campus Director
“Online clinic this semester has been wonderfully innovative! Supervisors have really stepped forward to offer
instruction that wouldn’t be available otherwise with great activities and guests. Students are gaining noticeably in
diagnosis and other critical clinic skills. The new Santa Fe clinic facility has taken shape and is undergoing a trial run
with student wellness treatments! Thank you to Dr. Rossignol for providing this service!”
~ Dr. Pamela Barrett, D.O.M., Santa Fe Clinic Director
“One of the best things we can do is support our fellow healers with our medicine. I’m happy to have the opportunity to
treat students every Wednesday, 11-2.”
~Theresa Sellers, D.A.O.M., L.A.c., Boulder Campus Clinic Manager

“Since we can’t have our usual Halloween fun at the campus this year, and to shake off some of the midterm
stress, Santa Fe Campus is having a “Wednesday Chill” campus- wide virtual ‘Happy Hour event that is being
planned for November! Keep your eyes peeled for the flyer!”
~Sandy Szabat, Santa Fe Campus Administrative Assistant
“As far as Spring 2021 semester, we are closely monitoring conditions and changes in public health orders.
We have prepared to re-open employing hygiene protocols and social distancing measures consistent with
the best information available for the field. We have reopened our facility on a limited basis for student free
clinic and access to the library. Resuming a more normal onsite academic and clinical schedule while
maintaining safety is our goal, we will keep in communication regarding final plans for spring semester. “
~ Dr. Paul Rossignol, D.O.M., Santa Fe Campus Director
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Volume 2, Issue 10, December 2020

Southwest Acupuncture College: Fall 2020 Scholarships Report
By Nate Mohler, D.A.O.M., LAc., Boulder Campus Academic Dean
Every year, in the fall semester, Southwest Acupuncture College awards scholarships to students who have demonstrated academic
achievement in several categories.. These scholarships are valued at $500 each and are offered to students that have matriculated
through their first year of the program. These three scholarships are:
Thaddeus Bukowski Memorial Scholarship is nominated by several faculty members that have worked with them in several
of the core curriculum courses throughout their first year of school.
Fourth Treasure Alumni Scholarship is awarded to a student on each campus entering their second year of school who
demonstrates academic excellence. This scholarship is awarded based on Grade Point Average and goes to the student with the
highest Grade Point Average at the end of the first scholastic year.
Gentle Tiger Scholarship is awarded to a student on each campus entering their second year of school who demonstrates
superior point location and point energetics understanding. This scholarship is nominated by several faculty members who
have worked with them in the Point Location and Point Energetics Curriculum throughout their first year of school.
After students are nominated, the respective campus administration tallies the votes and then awards the scholarships in class. While
Southwest Acupuncture College recognizes the hard work that all of our students apply to their studies, we would like to take this
moment to congratulate these students whose excellence in academic achievement, participation, and professionalism has allowed
them to be selected for the scholarships this fall.
The Fall 2020 awardees are:
Fourth Treasure Alumni Scholarship
Santa Fe Campus: Hannah Emery
Boulder Campus: Jesse Montross
Thaddeus Bukowski Memorial Scholarship
Santa Fe Campus: Grace Kay
Boulder Campus: Danielle Murphy
Gentle Tiger Scholarship
Santa Fe Campus: Andrew Moser
Boulder Campus: Yutaka Ai Kakuta
Congratulations to these awardees!

